### Q1 What is your student leader position? If you currently hold more than one position, please select your PRIMARY position as a student leader.

- [Code = 1] Resident Advisor
- [Code = 2] Programming Assistant
- [Code = 3] RHA Executive Member
- [Code = 4] Social Justice Advocate

**Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1**

### Q2 I am an RA in the following area:

- [Code = 1] Benchmark
- [Code = 2] Sage Point A
- [Code = 3] Sage Point B
- [Code = 4] Chapel Glen
- [Code = 5] Gateway Heights
- [Code = 6] Shoreline Ridge
- [Code = 7] Officers Circle
- [Code = 8] Marriott Honors Community

**Display if Q1='Resident Advisor'**

**Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1**

### Q3 Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement:

I enjoyed of the format and schedule of SL training.

- Strongly agree [Code = 5] [Numeric Value = 5]
- Agree [Code = 4] [Numeric Value = 4]
- Neutral [Code = 3] [Numeric Value = 3]
- Disagree [Code = 2] [Numeric Value = 2]
- Strongly disagree [Code = 1] [Numeric Value = 1]

**Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1**

### Q4 Please list three things you enjoyed about SL training: (List up to 3)

I enjoyed #1: [Code = 1] [Textbox]
I enjoyed #2: [Code = 3] [Textbox]
I enjoyed #3: [Code = 4] [Textbox]
I did not enjoy anything: [Code = 2]

**Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 2**

### Q5 Please list three things you would change for next year: (List up to 3)

I would change #1: [Code = 1] [Textbox]
I would change #2: [Code = 3] [Textbox]
I would change #3: [Code = 4] [Textbox]
I would not change anything. [Code = 2]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 2

Q6 Please provide any additional comments and/or suggestions you have regarding this spring’s Student Leader Training:

Comments: [Code = 1] [Textbox]

I do not have any additional comments regarding training. [Code = 2]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1